


The New T-Roc SE 1.0 TSI 
115PS for Business ONLY 
£219 Per month!

Offer Expiry Date 

28/02/2018

Can only be used at 

Inchcape Volkswagen (Exeter)

2 Matford Way, Matford, Exeter 

EX2 8FN. 

Tel: 01392 338 034

 



Description/Terms and Conditions

The NEW T-Roc SE 1.0 TSI 11 5PS

Our confident new Volkswagen SUV, coming soon!What you’ve been waiting for. 

Stand out from the crowd with this fearless new Volkswagen SUV by your side as you take on the world. Versatile and bold, this 

4x4 is striking from every angle, and with the cutting edge in technological features, its performance matches the standard set by 

its look.

Stay true to yourself. 

Pack a punch in this innovative and contemporary vehicle. Sporty curves meet bold front and side panels, which alongside the 

large front air vent, black grained wheel aprons and powerful rear diffuser, give this 4x4 a dynamic and fun look. Customisable 

colours also mean that you can now match your car perfectly to your individual style.

The limelight is on you. 

The state-of-the-art lighting concept within the T-Roc, leaves you turning heads day or night. Daytime running lights, with built-in 

indicators, are integrated into the bumpers giving an eye-catching look and making sure you get noticed.

Your best performance, in the T-Roc. 

High performance, delivered to your exacting standards. The T-Roc is as versatile as you are, with optional 4MOTION technology 

giving ideal traction in almost any conditions. It also comes with optional sports suspension, and DCC adaptive chassis control, 

meaning you can adventure better.

For every eventuality. 

React to the unexpected and drive stress-free, with the T-Roc’s state-of-the-art driver assistance system. Park perfectly, avoid 

accidents; keep your cool. 

T-Roc’s Park Assist feature, will make your parking panic a thing of the past. This both helps you to find the ideal space, and helps 

you to steer too, you’ll only be in charge of the accelerator, clutch and brake pedals.

A powerful performance. 

Power meets efficiency in the T-Roc’s TSI Petrol engines, giving maximum torque even at low speeds. Alternatively, the 

astonishingly economical TDI Diesel engine, with turbo-charging and direct fuel injection guarantees a sporty performance with 

every drive.

Fine-tuned harmony. 

Harness the full force of the T-Roc whilst still keeping control. For extra oomph with your drive, we offer our Sport pack, featuring 

outstanding handling achieved through exceptional sports suspension, finely tuned through dampeners and stabilisers. The 

unmatchable steering offered in the Sport pack, gives you even better scope for dynamic driving, leaving you pushing boundaries 

from day-to-day.

The T-Roc stays connected, even when you can’t. 

Stay connected, even with your hands on the wheel, with the T-Roc’s cutting-edge Car-Net system, bringing the internet to your 

car. Connect your apps, navigate the road ahead and send safety notifications to your phone.

Class-leading, in-built Beats sound system. 

In-car sound now doesn’t have to mean compromise. Your own personal gig awaits, with the famed Beats sound system by Dr. 

Dre, now available in the comfort of your own car.

Don’t lift a finger. 

T-Roc’s optional voice control function means your voice will be heard even when you’re on the go. Voice commands aren’t 

limited exclusively to your car either, wireless phone charging and calls are also just a few words away, with this class-leading 

feature. You’ll wonder how you ever managed without.

https://www.inchcape-volkswagen.co.uk/business-users/business-user-offers/

https://www.inchcape-volkswagen.co.uk/business-users/business-user-offers/


This voucher has no cash alternative and is not transferable. It cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. Photocopies will not be 

accepted. Rights are reserved to refuse custom and withdraw this offer at any time.


